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ABOUT TEAMFFLEX
At TeamFFlex, we are redefining personal training forever by creating sustainable and long-term results. The coaching and 

program you receive works for your body instead of against it. Your training is offered through our online training app that 

will walk you step by step through the process of conquering your goals. Stay accountable by tracking each workout, your 

personal bests, and your physical progress. Through our flexible dieting approach you can actually enjoy, sustain, and most 

importantly get the results you want.  Have your cake & eat it too! We stand by our morals and commitment to our clients and 

are available 24/7 for support. Join us in our journey to change the world and help others achieve their goals and dreams.  



The Rise  
Of The 

Booty  

It’s no secret that it’s the year of the booty, and the 

fact that you’re reading this tells me you want to 

improve the appearance of your butt. Well here’s 

your opportunity to give Hump Day a whole new 

meaning!  

We at Teamfflex have taken all the guess work out of 

booty building to give you the ultimate glute 

program, Sculpted Booty Secrets. The program 

includes our secrets and tips & tricks to building a 

better booty and all around physique. No more 

countless hours spent training only to see minimal 

results;  

With this eBook you’ll get an in-depth look into what 

it takes to transform your glutes, and with our 

program you’ll learn the fundamentals to training 

your glutes, so you can have the booty AND the 

brains! 

TAKE YOUR GLUTES FROM  
FLAT TO FULL



GLUTES
To correctly train and grow the glutes, first we need to 

understand the anatomy and function of the glutes.

ANATOMY & FUNCTION
There are 3 gluteal muscles; the biggest being the 
gluteus Maximus, the gluteus medius, and the smallest 
of the three the gluteus minimus.  

The glutes perform four hip functions:  
- Hip extension 
- Hip abduction 
- Hip external rotation 
- Posterior pelvic tilt  

There is so much more to having strong glute muscles 
than aesthetics. A strong booty prevents injuries and 
reduces pain to your knees and lower back, all of which 
are essential to simple daily activities such as walking 
and standing up. 



WHY YOUR 

GLUTES 
AREN’T 
GROWING 

You have been doing plenty of lower body workouts, 

but your glutes aren’t reflecting the work you put in - 

you are desparate! It can be discouraging when you 

work hard and don’t see results, and this can lead to less 

program compliance or the more popular term, “falling 

off the wagon”, and resorting to other unnatural, unsafe 

methods such as surgery. 

If you are following a program and still not seeing 

progress, there is a number of factors that can 

negatively affect your ability to properly target and grow 

your glutes. It’s time Sculpted Booty Secrets became a 

part of your routine to get the results you deserve!GIVE YOUR BOOTY A LIFTED AND SCULPTED 
APPEARANCE WITHOUT THE SURGERY



It takes more than squatting and deadlifting your way to a 
better booty. Most programs are doing you a disservice by 
not optimally targeting your glutes, but your legs as a 
whole (quads & hamstrings). This is when other muscles 
tend to take over or compensate, leaving your glutes on 
the back burner. 

Sculpted Booty Secrets includes tried-and-true workouts 
and exercises to specifically target your booty and get your 
glutes activated and firing. With various rep ranges, set 
ranges, and rest periods, you will be getting the most out 
of every session!

YOU DON’t have the right program



You aren’t targeting 
Your glutes
Glute activation is largely overlooked when it comes to 

booty training programs, leading to inactive glute muscles. 

Without proper activation, you will not be targeting your 

glutes, leading to suboptimal results. Sculpted Booty 

Secrets provides in-program activation routines to ensure 

you are optimizing your training and getting results! In-

depth instructions and videos will help you with your form 

so you can get a better mind-muscle connection!



Two words: Progressive overload. Muscles grow by 
responding to the demands put on them, but they 
can also adapt to these demands and limit your 
gains. Your muscles should be consistently 
challenged by increasing resistance (weight).  

And don’t think you have to do hours of cardio to 
build a booty. Your body gets put into a catabolic 
state when performing too much cardio and will 
actually burn your hard-earned muscle. That’s a big 
CardiNO.

YOU’re afraid to lift weights



You  

give up  
too easily
We have all been guilty at some point for expecting 

instant results with our program. The reality is that it 

takes time and commitment. You wouldn’t go against 

your doctor’s advice and not take a prescription 

provided, then go back and complain that you’re still 

sick. The same goes for your training program!  

All things worth having do not come easy. You must be 

willing to commit to the program to create sustainable 

habits!



Your training should be supplemented with a nutrition 
regimen personalized to reach your goals. Your body 
needs the sufficient fuel (calories) to grow and support the 
changes that need to happen - you can’t build a booty out 
of nothing. Luckily, we take the guess work out of your 
nutrition for you. The best part is you’ll be able to still enjoy  

the foods you love (yes, that even includes things like 
doughnuts and ice cream) and still see progress!  Your 
training should compliment your lifestyle, not take it over. 
Remember, the key is sustainable, long-term results! The 
key to success is by creating habits you can sustain.

YOU AREN’T EATING ENOUGH



BIGGER, 
BETTER 
GLUTES 
ARE WAITING  
FOR YOU 
THE QUESTION IS, WHAT ARE 
YOU WAITING FOR?



Complete Program Overview 
A highly detailed and comprehensive training guide will walk you step by step through the 
process of conquering your goals. All the guess work has been stripped away. What’s left are  
the essential, proven plans for creating lasting results, unlike anything you have ever seen before!  

Totally Custom Training Program 
Telling you a workout and explaining the exercises is one thing. SHOWING you exactly what to do 
is another. Each and every exercise in your training plan will have a highly detailed exercise 
instruction video coached directly to you for maximum training precision. Use the app to track 
your sets and reps, weights, and personal bests for a complete training experience! 

Totally Custom Nutrition Program 
You don't need another diet. What you need is something you can sustain. Something that will 
produce the results you want, when you want them. These are absolutely incredible flexible plans 
that allow you to eat YOUR favourite foods and still make incredible progress towards your goals! 

Direct Contact With Your Coach 
So many fitness programs are just numbers and letters on a paper. Unfortunately, all to often the 
program is confusing, and if you have any questions, good luck. For you to be comfortable and 
conquer your goals, you need to have the ability to communicate with a real human being! We 
have developed personal contact for you and your coach so you can ask any and every question 
that runs across your mind. You will never be left in the dark! 

As you read this, thousands of people world wide are benefiting from what was once just an idea. 
People around the world are achieving results they never thought possible in a coaching 
experience that will literally redefine the industry. There is nothing we want more than to help 
people achieve their goals and dreams.  

Inside the TEAM FFLEX Training App... 
Unlock all the expert tools and strategies you need to conquer your goals and create lasting change.


